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Link in chat before start PPT. Fall SCS Outreach webpage:  https://www.planfresno.com/sustainable-communities-strategies-fall-outreach/Community  Responses:https://www.planfresno.com/planfresno/uploads/2021/09/Sustainable-Communities-Strategies-Regional-Planning_Data_9_29_21-for-RTP-Roundtable.pdfAs you recall, in the Spring of this year we completed a big outreach effort to engage our community in the development of the three Sustainable Communities Strategies Scenarios—ABC. We asked them about which of the indicators should be used to show the scenario results and we asked for public input regarding community values which helped form or effect the scenarios.(FALL) For this outreach we took the three scenarios modeling results back out to the public.We are required to host 3 workshops visually depicting the Scenario Modeling results.As we reported at the July meeting, we engaged a professional focus group company to fine tune the presentation, making it as simple as possible without losing important content needed to provide informed and useful responses. 
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Fresno COG released the three SCS scenarios for public review and comment on August 25, 2021 and public outreach ran through September 26th, using a four-pronged public participation approach that included the following strategies:1. Online, interactive surveys, for scenario review and selection in English and Spanish, easily accessible via smart phone or computer.2. Hosted 8 workshops throughout the County of Fresno in the cities of Reedley, Coalinga, Sanger, Clovis, Kerman, Selma, Fresno and Mendota.3. Made 5 additional presentations to rural residents and community organizations.4. Hosted two virtual workshops in English and Spanish, day and evening.
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Additional outreach included the following:Dedicated website developed for access to RTP/SCS information at www.planfresno.com that included an SCS Fall Outreach webpage Social Media Posts on all of our social media accounts: Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitter. Purchased ads to run on Facebook and Instagram regarding the workshops and online survey. Videos posted to YouTube and linked in the SCS survey explaining the scenarios.RTP/SCS handout developed in English and Spanish that were handed out at each workshop and posted online with detailed indicator definitions, reporting data and other explainations. Constant Contact emails sent to 4,500 email addresses. Staff worked with each host city to invite community members to attend meetings.SCS scenario indicator data results were depicted in various graphic forms to assist in review of the Scenario Reporting. Staff will provide a summary of the feedback from the public about the three SCS scenarios.
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Impressions- Post Impressions is the number of times a post was visible in timelines or feeds on social media platforms. It does not necessarily mean that the post was viewed in detail or interacted with in any way; it simply means that the post was visible in users’ timelines or feeds.Reach - The number of people who saw your ads at least once. Reach is different from impressions, which may include multiple views of your ads by the same people.Link clicks - The number of clicks on links within the ad that led to advertiser-specified destinations, on or off Facebook. Links went to the SCS outreach webpage and to the online workshop & surveyEngagement – an interaction with our post in one form or another
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Tells me they had no strong opinion on the scenario results.
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Simply asked what people liked Best and Least about each ScenarioThis is a summary of the top responses. A list of all the responses is available at this link:  
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